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INTRODUCTION

For many years MCNP [1] has had the ability to handle
S(α, β) thermal scattering [2]. MCNP uses ENDF [3] data pro-
cessed through NJOY [4] to produce S(α, β) data tables. Tradi-
tionally, these data tables have used a discrete representation of
the secondary neutron spectrum and angular distribution fol-
lowing a scattering reaction at thermal (i.e., < 4 eV) energies.
From this discrete representation, the secondary neutron was
limited to a discrete energy and discrete angle while the scat-
tering physics theory provides no such limitation. The use of
the discrete representation does not produce noticeable effects
in integral calculations such as eigenvalue (i.e., k-effective)
calculations [5], but can produce noticeable deficiencies for
differential calculations [6].

The discrete S(α, β) representation output by NJOY and
used by MCNP was originally designed to conserve space for
the limited storage capabilities of computers in the early 1980s
[7]. In the early 1990s it was discovered that this discrete rep-
resentation produced some unphysical anomalies [8].

A new representation of the S(α, β) data was created in
2006 and implemented in MCNP in 2008 [9]. S(α, β) data
files have been available online since 2007 [8]—although their
availability has not been widely known. This summary re-
ports on this new format, the processing of the ENDF/B-VII.0
data, and some sample calculations illustrating the impact of
the new format.

NEW CONTINUOUS-ENERGY S(α,β) FORMAT

The new S(α, β) representation provides a continuous-
energy and angle distribution for secondary neutrons from a
scattering reaction at thermal energies. This new continuous-
energy format does not require a new ENDF evaluation and is
processed through NJOY slightly differently than for the dis-
crete representation. To obtain the discrete (traditional) rep-
resentation, the iwt variable—seventh entry on card 9 of the
ACER—input is set to 0; for the continuous-energy representa-
tion, iwt is set to 2.

The formats for the discrete and continuous-energy rep-
resentations will not be detailed here. The documentation for
the discrete S(α, β) representation format can be found in Ap-
pendix F, Volume III of the MCNP5 manual. As of January
2012, this document is currently being revised—including
adding documentation for the continuous-S(α, β) representa-
tion format—and will be made publicly available upon its
completion. A more detailed discussion of the processing and

testing of the continuous representation of the S(α, β) data can
be found in the memo by Conlin et al. [10].

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

Cullen et al. [6] demonstrated in 2003 problems that may
arise when performing differential calculations using a dis-
crete representation of the S(α, β) data. The calculation per-
formed was a “broomstick” problem which consists of a very
thin (10−8 cm radius) and very long (105 cm) cylinder with a
monoenergetic (0.0253 eV) point source located on the axis of
the cylinder 103 cm from one end and directed along the axis
of the cylinder. Outside the “broomstick“ is a vacuum and neu-
trons are tallied on infinite planes perpendicular to the cylin-
der; the tallies were binned in energy and in angle representing
the secondary neutron spectrum and angular distribution. With
a virtually infinitesimally thin and infinitely long cylinder, any
neutron that scatters within the cylinder will escape the cylin-
der and travel in a straight line to the planes where it is tallied.

Cullen et al. observed that the discrete representation of
the S(α, β) data as used in MCNP gives “spikes” in the sec-
ondary neutron spectrum and angular distribution tallies; these
spikes are akin to the ray effects seen in discrete ordinates cal-
culations [11] and are unphysical.

To illustrate the effects of using the different S(α, β) rep-
resentations, we have run a slightly modified version of the
broomstick problem; the only change from the broom stick
problem by Cullen et al. is the location of our point source is
just inside (10−12 cm) one end of the cylinder instead of 103 cm
from one end. Like Cullen et al., we tallied the current over
infinite planes perpendicular to the ends of cylinder. The tal-
lies were binned in either energy or in cosine. The energy
bins were 2000 logarithmically spaced bins from 10−10 MeV
to 10−5 MeV. The cosine bins were slightly more complicated
as we were trying to capture the angular distribution for very
forward peaked scatters. The cosine tally was binned into 500
bins from −1.0 to 0.9, 250 bins from 0.9 to 0.99 and 100 bins
from 0.99 to 1.0. We performed our calculation for both the
discrete and continuous representations of the S(α, β) thermal
scattering treatment as well as without the S(α, β) thermal scat-
tering treatment for comparison. In all of our calculations the
S(α, β) evaluation is hydrogen in light water; S(α, β) scattering
off of oxygen is not represented here.

The results of these calculations are shown in Figures 1;
Figure 1(a) shows the secondary-angular distribution on a po-
lar plot and Figure 1(b) shows the secondary-neutron spec-
trum. The red and blue lines show the tally results for the



discrete- and continuous-S(α, β) representations respectively;
the green lines show the tally results when the S(α, β) thermal
scattering treatment is not used (i.e., no mt card in MCNP).
Note that the angular distribution for the discrete representa-
tion was cut off for any bin values above 3; those bin values
were all approximately 5.73. The uncertainty in the values are
all less than 1 %. Further note that the MCNP tallies were
binned in angle from −1 to 1 in cosine space which corre-
sponds to 0° to 180° in Figure 1(a). The top and bottom of
Figure 1(a) contain the same data and are plotted in polar for-
mat to illustrate the secondary-angle distribution.

(a) Angle

(b) Energy

Fig. 1: Secondary neutron distribution following scattering re-
action off of H2O molecule. Note that the angular distribution
for the discrete case is cut off; the values for the 0° to 30° are
approximately 5.73.

In Figure 1(a) we see the same effects in the angular dis-
tribution using the discrete S(α, β) representation that Cullen
et al. lamented in their paper, namely, the unphysical spikes.
The new continuous representation shows a smoothly varying
angular distribution that is slightly forward peaked. For com-
parison, the secondary angle distribution for the free gas model
(i.e., no S(α, β) treatment) shows a very forward peaked distri-

bution.
In Figure 1(b) is shown the secondary neutron spectrum.

When using the discrete S(α, β) representation, we see a back-
ground spectrum with superimposed spikes. The background
comes from scattering off of the oxygen nuclei and is quali-
tatively the same as the free gas model (no S(α, β) scattering
treatment) shown in green. The spikes are from scattering off
of hydrogen nuclei to specific or discrete secondary energies.
The continuous results show a more integrated, or smeared out,
result as expected.

CONCLUSION

Using the existing/discrete representation of S(α, β) data
in MCNP the results that Cullen et al. have shown in their pa-
per [6] for the so-called broomstick problem have been repli-
cated. New S(α, β) data tables using the continuous-S(α, β)
representation have been created and used on the same broom-
stick problem.

The comparison of the tally results from the discrete- and
continuous-S(α, β) representation show an improvement of the
representation of the physics using the continuous-S(α, β) rep-
resentation. It is our opinion that the continuous representation
should always be used.

We have only shown in this paper the results from a cal-
culation with water as the medium through which neutrons are
transported. Water was chosen as it is a common material and
it is representative of other results we have seen in similar cal-
culations with other materials. Space constrains us from in-
cluding those results in this paper.

AVAILABILITY OF CONTINUOUS-ENERGY S(α,β)
FILES

The continuous-S(α, β) representation data tables will be
distributed with MCNP6 when it is released. All of the S(α, β)
data tables referenced in this paper come from the ENDF/B-
VII.0 evaluation. Once the ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluation is re-
leased and processed with NJOY, the S(α, β) data tables will
be made available in both the discrete and continuous repre-
sentations.

A list of ZAIDs for discrete- and continuous-S(α, β) rep-
resentations (from the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation) and their as-
sociated temperatures are listed in Table I. The ZAIDs for
discrete S(α, β) representations have been already been dis-
tributed in MCNP since 2008 [12].

A list of the S(α, β) ZAID prefixes and the material
referenced by that prefix is included here.

al27 Aluminium-27
be Beryllium Metal

be/o Beryllium in Beryllium Oxide
benz Benzene

dortho Ortho Deuterium
dpara Para Deuterium



fe56 Iron-56
grph Graphite
h/zr Hydrogen in Zirconium Hydride

hortho Ortho Hydrogen
hpara Para Hydrogen

hwtr Deuterium in Heavy Water
lmeth Hydrogen in Liquid Methane

lwtr Hydrogen in Light Water
o/be Oxygen in Beryllium Oxide
o2/u Oxygen in UO2
poly Hydrogen in Polyethylene

smeth Hydrogen in Solid Methane
u/o2 Uranium-238 in UO2
zr/h Zirconium in Zirconium Hydride
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TABLE I: Discrete and continuous ZAIDs and temperatures for S(α, β) libraries.

Discrete Continuous Temp. Discrete Continuous Temp. Discrete Continuous Temp.
ZAID ZAID (K) ZAID ZAID (K) ZAID ZAID (K)

al27.10t al27.20t 20 grph.10t grph.20t 293.6 o/be.10t o/be.20t 293.6
al27.11t al27.21t 80 grph.11t grph.21t 400 o/be.11t o/be.21t 400
al27.12t al27.22t 293.6 grph.12t grph.22t 500 o/be.12t o/be.22t 500
al27.13t al27.23t 400 grph.13t grph.23t 600 o/be.13t o/be.23t 600
al27.14t al27.24t 600 grph.14t grph.24t 700 o/be.14t o/be.24t 700
al27.15t al27.25t 800 grph.15t grph.25t 800 o/be.15t o/be.25t 800

be.10t be.20t 293.6 grph.16t grph.26t 1000 o/be.16t o/be.26t 1000
be.11t be.21t 400 grph.17t grph.27t 1200 o/be.17t o/be.27t 1200
be.12t be.22t 500 grph.18t grph.28t 1600 o2/u.10t o2/u.20t 293.6
be.13t be.23t 600 grph.19t grph.29t 2000 o2/u.11t o2/u.21t 400
be.14t be.24t 700 h/zr.10t h/zr.20t 293.6 o2/u.12t o2/u.22t 500
be.15t be.25t 800 h/zr.11t h/zr.21t 400 o2/u.13t o2/u.23t 600
be.16t be.26t 1000 h/zr.12t h/zr.22t 500 o2/u.14t o2/u.24t 700
be.17t be.27t 1200 h/zr.13t h/zr.23t 600 o2/u.15t o2/u.25t 800

be/o.10t be/o.20t 293.6 h/zr.14t h/zr.24t 700 o2/u.16t o2/u.26t 1000
be/o.11t be/o.21t 400 h/zr.15t h/zr.25t 800 o2/u.17t o2/u.27t 1200
be/o.12t be/o.22t 500 h/zr.16t h/zr.26t 1000 poly.10t poly.20t 293.6
be/o.13t be/o.23t 600 h/zr.17t h/zr.27t 1200 poly.11t poly.21t 350
be/o.14t be/o.24t 700 hortho.10t hortho.20t 20 smeth.10t smeth.20t 22
be/o.15t be/o.25t 800 hpara.10t hpara.20t 20 u/o2.10t u/o2.20t 293.6
be/o.16t be/o.26t 1000 hwtr.10t hwtr.20t 293.6 u/o2.11t u/o2.21t 400
be/o.17t be/o.27t 1200 hwtr.11t hwtr.21t 350 u/o2.12t u/o2.22t 500
benz.10t benz.20t 293.6 hwtr.12t hwtr.22t 400 u/o2.13t u/o2.23t 600
benz.11t benz.21t 350 hwtr.13t hwtr.23t 450 u/o2.14t u/o2.24t 700
benz.12t benz.22t 400 hwtr.14t hwtr.24t 500 u/o2.15t u/o2.25t 800
benz.13t benz.23t 450 hwtr.15t hwtr.25t 550 u/o2.16t u/o2.26t 1000
benz.14t benz.24t 500 hwtr.16t hwtr.26t 600 u/o2.17t u/o2.27t 1200
benz.15t benz.25t 600 hwtr.17t hwtr.27t 650 zr/h.10t zr/h.20t 293.6
benz.16t benz.26t 800 lmeth.10t lmeth.20t 100 zr/h.11t zr/h.21t 400
benz.17t benz.27t 1000 lwtr.10t lwtr.20t 293.6 zr/h.12t zr/h.22t 500

dortho.10t dortho.20t 19 lwtr.11t lwtr.21t 350 zr/h.13t zr/h.23t 600
dpara.10t dpara.20t 19 lwtr.12t lwtr.22t 400 zr/h.14t zr/h.24t 700
fe56.10t fe56.20t 20 lwtr.13t lwtr.23t 450 zr/h.15t zr/h.25t 800
fe56.11t fe56.21t 80 lwtr.14t lwtr.24t 500 zr/h.16t zr/h.26t 1000
fe56.12t fe56.22t 293.6 lwtr.15t lwtr.25t 550 zr/h.17t zr/h.27t 1200
fe56.13t fe56.23t 400 lwtr.16t lwtr.26t 600
fe56.14t fe56.24t 600 lwtr.17t lwtr.27t 650
fe56.15t fe56.25t 800 lwtr.18t lwtr.28t 800


